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ABSTRACT

Through non-human animals, humans have come to un-
derstand ways of living in this world and simultaneously 
animals have provided the resources for humans to claim 
this living. But through this progression and time humans 
have become detached from the origin of the resources. By 
this separation it becomes possible for humans to turn a 
blind eye to cruelty and the environmental impact that the 
claim to non-human animals convey.

With the aim is to evoke reflection on the human ruling of 
the non-human animals, this project aims to design objects 
and furniture that are uncanny, familiar and ordinary but 
at the same time off-putting and maybe strange. By examining 
phycology and consumer culture theory, seek to find habits 
in the Swedish everyday life which are intimate and recog-
nizable such as fredagsmys, a placeholder for consumption 
and hierarchies. Then through the analyse of critical animal 
studies, design objects and furniture that challenge these 
habits and positions of consumption and hierarchy. 
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INTRODUCTION

In this modern western world many 
people do not understand the vastness 
and impacts of their claims to the world’s 
resources. We take them for granted, and 
use others’ lives to our own pleasure. 
Others bodies becomes ours through 
devouring their meat and skin. In this way 
of living in abundance there is yet place 
for waste. Parts of the claims that did not 
make the cut, they didn’t fit the request. 
The aspiration to put these wasted parts 
to use could be suggested to come from 
care and respect, but in a capitalistic 
society could also be understood in terms 
of gained profit and goodwill.

RESEARCH QUESTION

How can I through furniture and everyday objects in a home 
environment made of wasted leather pieces evoke reflection 
on the human domination of non-human animals? And by 
this spring a thought on how we humans in our daily life inte-
ract with other species dead bodies? How can I visualize how 
we claim them and take them for granted in a manner that            
really speaks of our separation from the nature we depend on 
to dominate?

“The meaning of objects is closely connec-
ted to our sense of the body” states Italian 
design magazine Interni in a review of 
design projects that relates to the body 
in 20141 . We make meaning of the bodies 
we claim and use through the connection 
to our own body. But we do not see or un-
derstand that what we claim used to be a 
body, this have become indistinguishable 
for this visual connection to be made. 
The hierarchy of usage made hidden to 
comfort the consumer at the top of the 
chain. In this project I aim to see if these 
hierarchies can be made visible. I wish 
to develop design proposals that though 
the uncanny make visible the connection 
between the own body and the other spe-
cies body that have been put to use.

1 S. Caggiano, Sense & Sensibility, Internima-
gazine, [Website], http://www.internimagazine.com/pro-
jects/sense-sensibility-1-en/, [Accessed 20 March 2019].





As long as I can remember I have been loving to make things 

and be creative. The sentence is (almost) a cliché in relation 

to application letters for creative educations. I have definitely 

expressed it in possibly more than one motivation letters. Yes 

it is a cliché in the letter, for if you are applying to a creative 

education you are most likely not turning up as a blank canvas. 

Yes our backgrounds shape us, but stated on paper in text the 

meaning becomes hollow. (There it is best to express motiva-

tion and what drives you). But if instead stated in the hands, 

where this creativeness and the making has been performed, 

it adds up to the craftpersonship that has been built up since 

childhood. As long as I can remember I have been sewing or ex-

plored textile materials and pattern. The way I think in making 

is textile, regardless if the material is. This physical, crafting 

knowledge expresses something different than what I could 

reach by theoretic input, the knowledge in my hands. But I love 

theory, don’t get me wrong.
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BACKGROUND

In this section I will explain the back-
ground to the themes in this thesis.

ANIMALS.

Through non-human animals and evolu-
tion, humans have come to understand 
ways of living in this world and simulta-
neously the non-human animals have 
provided the resources for humans to 
claim it. In this long developed stewards-
hip humans have singled out animals that 
have been domesticated and trained to 
communicate with us. Through the course 
of history and time in western society the-
se non-human animals have mainly been 
reduced to the pets that share our homes, 
namely cats and dogs. Today with this 
limited relation to non-human animals, 
through the once that have been trained 
to be sympathetic to us, we become hin-
dered in recognising both the worth we 
hold in relation to, and the stewardship 
we hold over other non-human animals, 
and thus also the way we consume it1.

1   B. WILCOX, History of the human-animal rela-
tionship is key to nature preservation, Stanford scholar 
says, News Stanford Edu, [Website], 2015, https://news.
stanford.edu/2015/03/25/beasts-and-books-032515/, 
[assessed 05 March 2019]. 

NUMBERS.

According to The Swedish Federation of 
Wood and Furniture Industry, there is 2 
288 furniture companies in Sweden with 
a total of 13 000 people employed2. The 
total production of furniture in Sweden 
2018 amounts to 24 billion SEK, and the 
export for the same year counts to 17.3 
billion SEK. This is regarding all furniture, 
but if looking into the subgroup uphol-
stered furniture where leather furniture is 
part, the total of the export is 1.8 million 
SEK (see figure 1 -2). 

LEATHER.

Tärnsjö Garveri is among 5% of com-
panies in the world today that uses the 
vegetable tanning process3. Tanning is 
to remove the water molecules from the 
protein in the skin and replace it with a 
tannin that hydrates and softens the le-
ather. In vegetable tanning plants or trees 
are used as the tannin which has been 
2 Trä- och Möbelföretagen, TMF, [Website], 
https://www.tmf.se/statistik/branschstatistik/mobler/,

[Accessed 14 June 2019].

3 Tärnsjö Garveri, About Us, Tärnsjö Garveri,. 
[Website], https://tarnsjogarveri.com/wip/en/about/ 
,[Accessed 05 February 2019].

Figure 1

Figure 2
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the traditional way of preparing leather 
since tanning began. Vegetable tanning 
is a time consuming method and calls 
for craftsperson supervision, it demands 
considerable quantities of water but still 
has a small environmental impact where 
the waste is biodegradable. Tärnsjö’s pro-
duct blonde leather is the material I will 
work with in this thesis.

THE DOUBLE NEGATIVE.

My result of a previous design project 
during the master, the method of the 
double negative is a starting point for this 
thesis. In the project WASTELAND - from 
waste to architecture, we the students 
were asked to creatively explore the pos-
sibilities of waste material from industries 
in the Gnosjö region of Småland, Sweden. 
The concept of recycle, reuse, reduce is 
a big movement globally in connection 
to the climate challenges we face in 
this world. In this pursuit, many design 
companies have conducted workshops 
or similar initiatives to make use and 
profit from the material wasted in their 
production. Examples of this is the stool 
Lilla Snåland that designer Marie-Louise 
Hellgren made in collaboration with Sto-
lab by the cut-offs from Lilla Åland chair 
by Carl Malmsten (see figure 3 and 4). This 
can be understood as I mentioned earlier, 
both from an ethical perspective, to use 
as much as possible of a material that 
has been put in production, but also from 
the economic incentive to gain as much 

profit as possible from the capital put in 
to production.

In the project initiated by museum 
Vandalorum in Värnamo, I was assig-
ned to work with waste of the furniture 
company Källemo which is leather that 
derives from Tärnsjö tannery. I perceived; 
though my textile and pattern cutting 
background as a fashion design student, 
the wasted leather pieces as complete 
in the way I received them – as patterns 
of a double negatives. The negatives 
makes up of the two companies that has 
processed the skin from the dead cow, 
Tärnsjö and Källemo. When Tärnsjö tans 
the skin, a cut is made into the animal 
that becomes the outer edge of the hide, 
this is the first negative. Källemo buys the 
hide from Tärnsjö and cuts out the parts 
they need for their furniture production, 
this is the second negative. I made three 
dimensional object from the negatives 
by sewing the different edges together 
by their origin and displayed this descent 
by separated seams (see figure 5). This 
method I developed resulted in objects 
that had a bodily resemblance that could 
be perceived as uncanny, but at the same 
time expressing some sort of cute aspect 
(see figure 6).

Figure 4

Figure 3
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Figure 6

Figure 5





I love how theory expands the world by going into the specific 

and then questions the specific, and the reason to get in there, 

along with the world it started from. I love how by reading a text 

one can make a matrix in the mind, and with that text connect 

or contrast with another text. I thrive in this world, or my brain 

dose and for a quite a while I have been aspiring to design with 

theory as my starting point in projects, which has at times been 

painfully forced. Not because it cannot be done, but because I 

had trouble making sense of them together. To let them feed 

of each other in a fluid or smooth way, where both voices were 

equal. 
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CONTEXT

In this section I will explain the central 
themes and concepts for this thesis.

CRITICAL ANIMAL STUDIES.

The subject of critical animal studies or 
human-animal studies has since the be-
ginning of the millennium been growing 
field in universities. It is closely linked to 
ethics, animal-rights and activism. I will 
explain some themes which I find rele-
vant in relation to the theme of my thesis. 

Ethnologist and gender studies researcher 
Michell Göransson’s focus in the book 
Ätbara Andra is how non-human animals 
are made into edible and killable others 
by various practises and norms in socie-
ty. Göransson explains the procedures 
instructed by the Swedish Agriculture 
Department on killing methods of non-hu-
man animals. Here she analyse how the 
non-human animals species, age, weight 
and size is related to the amount of suffe-
ring the non-human animal is understood 
to experience, and how this also relates 
to how much time it is perceived to take 
to empty the non-human animals body of 
life. The smaller the body the shorter time 
and less suffering in emptying the body of 

life and opposite in big bodies1.

Linked to the mentioned above is the 
notion of how the appearance of a non-hu-
man animal is related to how comfortably 
it can be killed, or if this can happen in 
audience. Cute or appealing zoo-animals 
cannot be fed to other zoo-animals in 
audience, where this would upset the 
humans watching. But if the zoo-animal 
is ugly protests are less likely. If the dead 
zoo-animals that are to be made into food 
for other zoo-animals are made less ani-
malistic, by being cut into smaller unreco-
gnisable pieces of meat, then the feeding 
again meets less protests. Göransson 
links this in the chapter Eating and Eaten 
Zoo-Animals to who’s life is understood 
as liveable and who’s death is understood 
as dieable, but also in which place this 
happens and what agreements governs 
this place2. The zoo is a place where nature 
is mimicked in a rectified version of itself 
and the version becomes contested when 
it gets too close to the real thing, when 
zoo-animals eat other zoo-animals in front 
of human-animals. Then the heteronor-
mative family production that govern the 
zoo gets threatened and death leeks into 
construction of childhood and family life.
1 M. Göransson, Ätbara Andra, Stockholm: 
Makadam Förlag, 2017, pp. 40-41.
2 M. Göransson, Ätbara Andra, Stockholm: 
Makadam Förlag, 2017, pp. 133-147.

“Meat eaters bury animals in their own bo-
dies” writes feminist-vegan advocate and 
activist Carol J. Adams in her paper The 
War on Compassion where she describe 
how non-human individuals becomes 
converted into mass terms which ena-
bles killings that appear less immediate3. 
Göransson adds to this statement and 
explains how the human body through 
absorbing the nutrition, becomes the 
non-human animal’s body, by ingesting 
its flesh4.

Adams explain how the term “meat” 
in our culture functions as a disguising 
threshold into false mass terms for 
non-human species. And by this disguise 
the non-human subject is transformed 
into a non-human object that can be 
consumed without remorse. By stripping 
a subject of its individuality, uniqueness, 
particularity and arranging it in a group 
of similar, a false mass term is produced 
which allows individuals to be killed for a 
being rather than a doing. In this shifting 
of individuality there is also an absent 
that is disguised, the consumer to not 
have to be confronted with the materials 
animalisticness which Adams calls absent 
referent, because the animal is detached 
from the end product food.

3 C. J. Adams, ‘The War on Compassion’, 
Antennae, vol. 14, 2010, p. 7.
4 M. Göransson, Ätbara Andra, Stockholm: 
Makadam Förlag, 2017, p. 14.

FREDAGSMYS.

The word mysa is giving the foundation 
for where I wish to position my work in 
this thesis. The old saying Home is where 
the heart is could not be more accurate 
in these times. People in Sweden today 
invest huge amount of time and money 
in the pursuit of their dream homes, and 
fashion retailers like H&M is making their 
economic growth from the home depart-
ment rather than the fashion section. 
A way to look at this consumption and 
renewing of the home, could be to un-
derstand concepts that nourish the idea 
that the home is my castle.  One highly 
established concept in Swedish culture 
is Fredagsmys, freely translated as Friday 
snuggle that was coined in the 1990’s5. The 
scenario is often played out something 
like this: friends and/or family gather on a 
Friday night to cook and eat a simple meal, 
often tacos, and snacks while watching 
some sort of entertainment on TV.  For 
this scenario to be as cosy and enjoyable 
as possible we build up our castles with 
interior and decoration to match the ever 
updated representation of ourselves.  

In the publication Vitiden, an interdiscipli-
nary manifest of the environmental and 
social challenges of today, the researches 
elaborate on the concept of fredagsmys. 

5 T.M., Bjers, ‘Fredagsmysets godis tär på 
hälsan’, Dagens Nyheter. 1 August 2011, https://www.
dn.se/livsstil/halsa/fredagsmysets-godis-tar-pa-halsan/, 
[Accessed 19 March 2019].
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They argue that there is a gap of respon-
sibility and awareness in the consumer’s 
cravings and food habits that are made 
hidden in the everyday horizon. Tacos 
involve ingredients from all over the 
world, yet they are sold for prices as if 
they were grown around the corner. What 
used to be luxury is now commonplace 
in the concept that infiltrate the Swedish 
weekend6. This gap or separation is also 
what the design and energy sustainability 
project Beyond Efficiency is investigating 
at Green Leap, KTH. In this project the 
researchers look into how the energy 
efficiency concept could be developed 
in relation to design and the everyday 
habits7. Here they talk about what lies 
beyond our experience horizon in a wes-
tern capitalistic society, to illustrates how 
people in their everyday life on various 
levels are detached and held non-accoun-
table for the impact, both ethically and 
environmentally, that their ways of living 
and consuming bring8.

6 J. Wangel, L. B. E. E. M. H., Vitiden: en energi-
fiktion, Published by authors, 2017.
7 T. Englund, KTH, Beyond Efficiency, Green 
Leap, [Website], 2018, https://www.greenleap.kth.se/
projekt/beyond-efficiency-1.726715, [Accessed 10 June 
2019].
8 L. Broms, ‘Dominansexpeditionen’, Beyoncy, 
[Web blog], 1 June 2018, https://beyoncy.wordpress.
com/2018/06/01/dominansexpeditionen/, [Accessed 10 
June 2019].

UNCANNY.

Or Das Unheimliche as it is first named in 
original language when used by the father 
of modern phycology Sigmund Freud, 
who further developed this concept from 
the work by Ernst Anton Jentsch. Freud 
wrote his essay The “Uncanny” in 1919, 
the same year Jentsch died and gives 
little credit to the previous work made 
by the same. What they both agree upon 
is how the uncanny is perceived with 
different sensibility in the quality of the 
feeling from person to person9. Freud 
continues by explaining the uncanny 
from a linguistic perspective where he 
presents the many meanings of the 
word, and while the definitions include 
many negative adjectives there is an 
interesting duality especially in German 
language10. The opposite of unheimlich is 
heimlich which connects to concepts such 
as home, familiar, belonging, tame and 
intimate. The word tame is referring to 
the non-human animals which are com-
panions to humans and if brought up by 
humans, will become heimliche – friendly 
in contrast to the wild. The home is an im-
portant aspect in explaining the uncanny 
for Freud as it symbolises the well-known 
and peaceful pleasure of security. But 
heimlich also has connotations to secret, 
what is kept concealed and deceitful. He 
explains that while the two words are 
very different they are not conflicting, 

9 S. Freud, et al., The Uncanny. New York: 
Penguin Books, 2003, pp 124-125.
10 S. Freud, et al., The Uncanny. New York: 
Penguin Books, 2003, pp 125-134.

that when heimlich becomes ambivalent 
in its meaning it becomes aligned with 
unheimlich. While this linguistic expla-
nation draws attention to the duality of 
the uncanny, Freud explains that it does 
not fully explain the feeling of uncanny. 
Instead he looks to fiction and the lived 
experiences of his patients to make the 
theme comprehensible. 

The many examples presented has in 
common an uncertainty of what is real or 
what is not real in the occurring, that is 
testing the judgment and the intellect to 
make sense of the events. 

The uncanny is something that is terrify-
ing but at the same time something we 
are very accustomed to, it holds familia-
rity. He explains that while death, dead 
bodies and the idea of the return of the 
dead might be the most striking concept 
of uncanny, it is also closely intermingled 
with what is utterly gruesome. Here he 
separates the two, and therefore it could 
be interpreted that the very graphic will 
be gruesome and not uncanny11. 

Freud makes a distinction between 
imagination and reality, what is actual-
ly experienced and what is fiction. The 
uncanny in fiction can be produced in 
extent while uncanny situations in reality 
are rarer, but things that are not uncanny 
in fiction would be so in real life. In fiction 
the reality can be left behind and we 
follow along into imagination and here 
11 S. Freud, et al., The Uncanny. New York: 
Penguin Books, 2003, pp148-149.

the uncanny goes lost, for it relies upon 
the conflict of judgement of what is real 
or not. If the storyteller set the scene to 
a fantasy we accept everything presen-
ted in this world as the normal and the 
uncanny becomes a normal activity of the 
setting. While if the setting in many ways 
relate to that of reality, and the storytel-
ler presents something slightly off, we 
may understand this as uncanny12. After 
this Freud touches upon the aesthetics 
of gestalt when further explaining the 
influence the storyteller has when setting 
a scene for the viewer or readers expe-
rience, but divert and explains that this 
is something for professors of aesthetics 
to address. But regardless this diversion 
much of what Freud describes has since 
been addressed within the arts.    

12 S. Freud, et al., The Uncanny. New York: 
Penguin Books, 2003, pp155-157.





My hands thrive in the artisan world and in this thesis I have 

let myself firstly think through my hands. I decided that this was 

a time to learn more what I could do as a designer. I choose to 

start this thesis with a material, a choice that led to panic and 

anxiety because I felt it be insufficient as a master thesis. The 

material connected to my previous artisan knowledge, in ways 

I had an environmental aspect and a body of material work to 

start from. What I did not have was a context or theory, especi-

ally within norm critical design where my previously works have 

been. This scared me because even though the theory driven 

design I had undertook in the past sometimes felt forced, it did 

have a base in the written academia which I understood as the 

fundamentals of a master. I choose to put this sentiment asi-

de, trust my hands and start making, and in this making along 

came of course the thinking.
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PROCESS

In this section I will explain the method of 
the materialisation of this thesis.

BYE DOUBBLE NEGATIVE. 

As I went deeper into the double nega-
tives and explored though making what 
they could become, the crafted finish of 
the objects was refined. Both in the detail 
of the seams and in the overall shaping of 
the objects, stepping away from the cute 
aspect the previous objects held. The 
cuteness in the objects could put them in 
relation to designs such as Front’s stool 
Anomaly for Moroso, or designer Teemu 
Parttunen’s stool Tick (see figures 7-8). 
Though I think both these examples cap-
ture something animalistic and possibly 
uncanny, the manufactured and tailored 
outcome is not what I seek in this pro-
ject. While the cute makes entry points 
into appreciate the design, it connects to 
the structures that makes us value cute 
zoo-animals lives more than the ugly that 
Göransson talked about. I felt I needed to 
further explore how to visualize the claim 
and separation from nature, by stepping 
away from the cute aspect. 

Even though at this stage of the project 
the focus of others often fell on the reuse, 
recycle, reduce aspect, my aim was to 
work by my method and let the patterns 
tell me what they were to become though 
crafting explorations. It was somewhere 
here that I stopped talking of my objects 
as double negatives. Though the method 
was still strong and present I felt I needed 
other words to express the objects. 

HELLO UNCANNY.

My new guiding word became the uncan-
ny. With my new motto in mind I decided 
to try and raise the volume of the gestalt 
and see if the objects would appear less 
cute and instead uncanny if made more 
disgusting. To achieve this other material 
than the ’blonde’ leather I had used this 
far in the project needed to be tested 
in combination. In one of my previous 
project called Textile Terrazzo I had been 
working with unravel knitted sweaters 
which I spray coated with latex (see figure 
9). This composite material has due to 
the latex, a brown red hue and irregular 
surface that gives it a bodily or meaty 
resemblance, which I used to make ulcer 
like applications to the objects (see figure 
10). Artist Cao Hui’s extremely visual work 

Figure 7

Figure 8
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Figure 9

Figure 11

Figure 10
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of carcass like furniture (see figure 11) 
could be referenced in relation to this 
exploration. Another probe was to look 
into the history of upholstery and the use 
of horsehair as filling material for furnitu-
re. In both explorations the placing of the 
added material depended on the pattern 
of the piece itself and where it generated 
most expression or uncanny value to the 
object. The horsehair was added to the 
object that is made to be a computer ta-
ble, and the add-on works as a mane-like 
feature on what could be understood as a 
neck of the object (see figure 12). Looking 
at a word I used to explain Hui’s works, 
carcass (which for a while was part of the 
working title for this project) and then 
compare it to the leading word of this 
thesis Uncanny, it becomes clear that the 
strong expressions in Cao Hui’s work is 
not what I seek in my work. The immedi-
ate and possibly repulsive reaction that 
one might have to Hui’s work is not the 
one of uncanny. In relation to Freud’s 
work, the very graphic will not bring 
the observer to a notion of uncanny but 
rather to the gruesome and disgusting. 
Whereas I seek my observer to see fami-
liarities and accept the objects as they 
are, but still find them slightly off-putting. 
Charlotte Kingsnorth’s furniture AtOne is 
a design closer to what I wish to achieve, 
where the recognition of a seating fur-
niture is distinct but the materiality and 
design makes it off-putting (see figure 13).

BACK TO THE MISSED CUT AND THE HO-
RIZON OF THE EVERYDAY LIFE.

With this intention I saw two trails to look 
into for the design of the uncanny. One 
that I call Back to the missed cut, where 
the wasted pieces would be given the 
prospect to be made into an alternative 
seating furniture, to be seen as good 
enough to be a furniture with. The second 
is using Beyond Efficiency’s analysis of 
what lies beyond our experience horizon, 
what could be called the Horizon of the 
Everyday Life, to illustrate how people 
are detached both ethically and environ-
mentally from their consumption claims. 
My interpretation of this concept would 
focus on the cosy home and fredagsmys 
where my objects fit in and lashes out 
from the styled home. The furniture path, 
back to the missed cut becomes relevant 
in relation to the furnished room but also 
to the bodies of the people in the room. 
The individuals have to negotiate their 
bodies in relation to the skin of others 
dead bodies to be able to sit comfortably 
in a fredagsmys manner. The continua-
tion of the project became a combination 
of both trails where back to the missed 
cut focuses on the making of the arm-
chair, while the Horizon of the Everyday 
Life came to visualize the context where I 
place the work. 

Concepts Ideas for back to the missed cut 
started out as sketchy colleges put to-
gether by the objects I had made thus far 
in the process. The first test was to make 
furniture that held an animalistic resem-

Figure 12
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Figure 14

Figure 13

Figure 15
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blance in posture (see figure 14) followed 
by a chair like attempt (see figure 15). 
What I discovered was that while these 
were creative takes on furniture making, 
they were too creative to be understood 
as uncanny. They became too much of 
a fiction to relate to Freud’s work, and 
therefore lost the uncanny. A second test 
was made with a more subtle design of an 
armchair with one of my objects morp-
hing out of it, which felt more in line with 
what I wish to accomplish (see figure 16). 
The choice of working with an armchair 
rather than a sofa comes down to a few 
reasons. Källemo has a legacy of working 
with many of the big designer names 
in Sweden and one of their signature 
pieces is the armchair Aluminium by Mats 
Theselius (see figure 17). This armchair 
is often made in ’blond’ leather and it is 
partly due to this production that I had 
material to work with in this project, so 
going backwards and making an armchair 
of the leftovers seems logical. Since I seek 
to induce bodily negotiation with my ob-
jects an armchair makes more sense than 
a sofa since there is nowhere to avoid 
interaction with the morph in a seat made 
for one. Lastly I am not making a furniture 
out of sheer motivation to make a furnitu-
re, I want to convey a message.

With the last sentence in mind it was also 
clear to me to design a new armchair but 
rather use a ready-made, a carrier of the 
message.

KLAPPSTA OF IKEA.

To use one of Källemo’s designs to pa-
raphrase was never really an option. If 
leather is to be used in furniture making, 
their production due to the scale, bespo-
ke and quality is a reasonable direction. It 
could be argued that it is very exclusive, 
in both the meanings of the word, but 
maybe that is how leather goods should 
be treated for both ethical and environ-
mental reasons. Instead I looked at the 
wear and tear consumption of IKEA furni-
ture. One of most sold IKEA leather pro-
ducts is a sofa named Klippan (see figure 
18), which is a copy of the sofa Throw-
Away designed by Willie Landels in 1965 
for Zanotta (see figure 19). Klippan holds 
an aesthetic which many in a Scandina-
vian context would recognize as an IKEA 
product and perhaps also be recognised 
as a leather furniture. Though I am not 
seeking to make a sofa as explained, the 
visual recognition of Klippan is a strong 
design reference to work from. So I choo-
se an armchair related to Klippan, named 
Klappsta as my paraphrasing ready-made 
to work from (see figure 20).

Figure 17

Figure 16
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Figure 18

Figure 19
Figure 20
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THE UNCANNY ARM CHAIR.

As a result of letting the leather pieces 
steer the shaping of the arm chair, and 
the wooden frame merely be the structu-
re that holds the leather, the process 
of upholstering this arm chair became 
somewhat backwards. Traditionally the 
wooden frame is built to measure and 
padding is placed evenly where the textile 
or leather is to be used. After this the tex-
tile material is measured, sown and app-
lied for a tight fitting. Sine I did not know 
where the padding might be needed, or 
how the textile dress of the arm chair 
would look, I had to start by negotia-
ting this with the leather. This time the 
process of working with the leather were 
slightly different. In the making of the 
objects a final form was never foreseen, 
but rather a result of the process. When 
making the arm chair I had a frame to 
relate to, and therefore this became, to 
some extent part of the negotiation. This 
called for a more active presence to make 
design choices, such as at times cutting 
into the leather pieces and not use the 
full shapes as previously. When the dress 
for the arm chair was finalized a diligent 
work followed of padding the frame from 
underneath to match the leather, to 
give the arm chair a thoroughly worked 
though expression and its final look (see 
figure 21).

Figure 21





So was I brave or foolish to start my master thesis in a total 

different way than I am used to. In this project we have had four 

presentations, and if that question would have been post to me 

before or at the first presentation my answer would have been 

yes. I was terrified. But as the project came along so did my 

confidence. My idea that there is a distinction between the writ-

ten academia and the knowledge in the hands started to blur. 

Because as one part grew, so did the other. They moved along 

each other fluidly and fed into the other in a way I had not really 

experienced in previous theory driven projects.
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DISCUSSION

In this section I will discuss insights this 
thesis brought.

KNOWLEDGE.

The word uncanny and derives from the 
old German and Old Norse word Ken 
which means knowledge. It is very suiting 
that this leading word for my project 
derives from this origin, for it is exactly 
that - knowledge which I wish to infuse 
with this project. The knowledge we all 
hold but, the hierarchies makes comforta-
bly hidden in our daily life. This could be 
seen as a conflict of judgement (the main 
theme of uncanny) that we really know 
the origin and the impact of our habits, 
but chose not to take responsibility for 
them. 

VOLUME.

In this thesis I have searched for reflec-
tion and reaction to the human usage of 
other non-human animal’s skin by using 
the concept of uncanny as a visual trigger 
point. But what I might not have stated 
is how such a reaction would manifest 
itself. I will not try and do so now, but 

instead describe some of the reactions 
and reflections given to the physical work 
of this thesis. A reason why I would not 
state the exact reaction I am looking for 
in people, is because I could not. As Freud 
explains the uncanny is perceived with 
different sensibility in all people, accor-
dingly people have responded in various 
levels of wanting gorier expression of the 
pieces such as hooves and wounds while 
others have thought it more powerful 
when the uncanny is stated more subtle. 
This really comes down to personal pre-
ference which could connect to personal 
experiences that respond to how immune 
or eager one is for the gory expressions in 
general. What is writing someone on the 
nose is to sublet for next person, but what 
has been appreciative is that people have 
had opinions and reactions to the pieces.  

The choice of working with the blond 
leather has made a connection for white 
people between the leather and their 
own skin, and this visual representation 
has been a strong factor for relational 
connection of the self to the non-human 
animal, hence the uncanny. 

Figure 23

Figure 22
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ORIGIN.

Other ways to strengthen such connec-
tions between the non-human animal 
and the self has be suggested by tracing 
the leather hides back to a geographical 
area, a farm and a cow. Either by depic-
ting the Bregott image of the country side 
or a PETA version of the same (se figure 
22 and 23). This could be done from the 
livestock brandings that are on some of 
the leather pieces and hence be traced 
back to Tärnsjö’s tanning process and the 
farms that provides the hides. This mes-
sage would not be stated in the design 
but as additional information on the side 
for the observer to take in. The question 
is whether this is as efficient as imagi-
ned, might this just be an information to 
overlook for the sake of not wanting to 
care, the false mass terms Adams refer 
to. Organisations such as The Red Cross, 
Amnesty and UNHCR regularly communi-
cates such information about humans in 
conflict areas and refugees to evoke reac-
tion and an urge to help, reactions which 
sometimes is met by action, other times 
suppressed by the observing subject. 
The same would be the case of the traced 
cows, and arguably more so than in the 
matter of humans, as the non-human 
animals already are degraded to objects 
and mass term. 

SQUARE METERS.

Another way to go about this came as 
an input by a viewer of the armchair. An 
adult human has roughly 3.6 kilograms 
and 2m2 of skin according to National 
Geographic1. According to the website 
Leather Hide Store a ‘Mid Century Modern 
Style Chair’ (see figure 24) acquires 
roughly 9m2 of material for production. 
The same page states that an average 
cowhide is approximately 4,6m2 and that 
30 percent waste factor is accounted 
for due to marks and variations in the 
hides2. In comparison this means it would 
require at least 10.2 adult human skins, 
or 10 adults and one relatively small child 
to upholster the armchair model I have 
chosen to work with. This taking in to 
consideration the same 30 percent waste 
factor used with cows, and estamating 
that 1.25m2 of the 2m2 full human skin 
would be tanned and usable. The chair 
would require the use of two cowhides 
and hence two cows for upholstering. 
Since I have chosen to work with the 30 
percent waste factor in my products the 
material usage could be seen as accoun-
ted for by Källemo’s production, but 
the leather usage in my chair accounts 

1 Nationalgeographic, Nationalgeographic, 
[Website], 2017, https://www.nationalgeographic.com/
science/health-and-human-body/human-body/skin/, 
[Accessed 12 May 2019].
2 Kyson Leather, leatherhidestore. [Website], 
2018, https://www.leatherhidestore.com/furniture-reup-
holstery-guide, [Accessed 12 May 2019].Figure 24
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for roughly 18 tanned human skins. In 
my personal opinion this is an uncanny 
information.   

NORMS.

The positioning of the fredagsmys context 
in the living room may be understood in 
relation to the zoo framework Göransson 
talks of. The same heteronormative fa-
mily production that is carried out in the 
zoo could be understood to be happen 
in the fredagsmys context. They are both 
weekend activities presumed to be per-
formed with family in a rectified version 
of happiness, safety and cosiness. Both 
could be seen as establishers of child-
hood activities and memories that builds 
the norms around family production and 
the relation to how we consume. There-
fore if death or what could be understood 
as the body of a once living being leaks 
into these spaces, as Göransson expla-
ins, these norms become contested. For 
that reason the choice of the fredagsmys 
context not only makes a contrast in aest-
hetics between my uncanny objects and 
the living room, but I also hope that this 
positioning could poke on the norms that 
governs this setting. 

SKILLS.

During the process of making the objects 
and the arm chair I have many times been 
asked if I am sewing all the pieces myself 
followed by praise for my crafting skills. 
As a designer you are not necessarily 
expected to know all the crafts, or at least 
not to a high precision level. One defini-
tion of a designer often stated is to know 
a bit of everything. To be able to quickly 
adapt and prototype in various materials 
and when it comes to the final prototype 
have it sent away to be made by profes-
sionals for best finish. This is of course 
not always the case and many designers 
have incredible crafting knowledge they 
perform in their practise. I see how my 
journey of fine years at the industrial de-
sign department in Konstfack has shaped 
not only my view and expectations on my 
practise, but also what others expect of 
me in those rooms. There is still a strong 
hold of the traditional industrial design 
expression especially in the bachelor, 
but also hinted as a product relation for 
the projects in the master. But there is a 
call from both students and teachers for 
growing in the material explorations that 
relates to craft, and as I see it this is part 
of the journey I have done in this project. 
The negotiations between the materi-
al, the knowledge in my hands and the 
methods I have created for this project, 
have been a way to explore, combine and 
emphasis skills I hold. Skills that in my 

Figure 25
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meaning are not to be placed in one ca-
tegory but rather what make up for what 
design could be. 

QUANTITATIVE PARADIGM.

The issu has been raised of ethics of a 
product made by leather waste, that 
seeks to questions the production and 
consumption of the very same material. 
As I touched upon in the background 
chapter, the concept of recycle, reuse, 
reduce is much used and often resulting 
in greenwashing. The leather used in my 
object could, now that they are designed, 
be valued in a new light from an artistic 
perspective. But this would only talk of 
the chosen few and not the bigger chain 
of production, and therefore not add any 
large scale changes. I would therefore like 
to, for the argument of ethics of material 
use, draw a link between my works in this 
thesis to Kinetic Garment Construction 
the doctoral thesis by fashion designer 
and researcher Rickard Lindqvist. In his 
work Lindqvist describes how a quanti-
tative paradigm, that is the traditional 
methods of pattern cutting deriving 
from traditional tailoring, is based on 
horizontal and vertical measurements 
of the body. He explains that this way of 
making patterns focuses from the body 
outwards in a square manner instead of 
starting with a material or pattern that is 

shaped to best meet the body, in this way 
working inwards3. Lindqvist states that 
his method calls for innovative expres-
sions and functional wear (see figure 25), 
and I would argue that my exploration 
of furniture making, focused from the 
pattern working inward towards the chair 
holds similar logics (see figure 26). The 
same paradigm applied from tailoring is 
used in traditional furniture making when 
working from a frame outwards to dress 
it in squared leather or fabric. What I have 
shown is that when the material or patter 
gets to steer the production, innovative 
and functional furniture can be made that 
also holds an ethical and environmental 
aspect. I am not familiar with the waste 
factor that the Kinetic Garment Construc-
tion generate, but I believe that this new 
way of viewing patterns for production 
also could influence the furniture making 
into innovative, functional and ethical 
directions.  

3 R. Lindqvist, ‘Kinetic Garment Construction’, 
PhD Thesis, University of Borås, 2015 p. 323.

Figure 26





I am very happy with myself that I took on this project in a man-

ner I did not expect my master thesis to be. I have always been 

somewhat of a (as I call it) insight junkie, I thrive when learning 

and growing. I guess many do, but that is the state I want to be 

in – that I want to live my life in. Exploring and learning (another 

cliché!). In this project the previous held knowledge was mainly 

in my hands and not my library, but the learning outcomes will 

be counted in my confidence and self-belief as a designer.  
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CONCLUSION

In this project I have attempted to 
highlight the human consumption and 
domination of non-human animals by 
making use of leather waste from furnitu-
re production. I argue that by staying in 
the context of furniture and the home en-
vironment, my claim can be made visible 
through the use of the uncanny. I used 
Freud’s writing of the Uncanny to guide 
the gestaltung, so that it would in a subtle 
way illustrate the human domination of 
non-human animals. This subtle volume 
where the observer are not chocked into 
reflection is to illustrate the statement 
that humans take the non-human ani-
mals for granted as food and decoration 
for their homes. If the statement would 
have been more graphic the observer 
would have been moved along to a fiction 
where the designed objects would appear 
as carcass and easier be passed into false 
mass term. The subtle volume allows the 
observer instead to accept the objects 
as furniture which holds an off-putting 
quality that is to speak of the separation 
between humans and nature. 

As I describe in the chapter Fredagsmys, 
the home is today really our castles and 
we consume to make it as comfortable 
and representative of our self-image. In 
relation to this, Fredagsmys became the 
context in this thesis that talks of the pla-
cement where we consume others bodies 
in an everyday setting. This consumption 
within the everyday experience horizon 
lays foundation for the structures to be 
recreated. Therefore this context and pla-
cement got to illustrate how we interact 
with other species dead bodies on a daily 
basis.  
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UNCANNY TRACES              
APPENDIX

Reflections from the Konstfack spring 
exhibition 2019.

In 2017 I exhibited my bachelor degree 
work also at Konstfack, and I remember 
the building process from setting up that 
year as extremely hectic and stressful. I 
also feel looking back that I did not fully 
nail the gestalt and expression of the 
exhibition, it was fair but not great. So 
in this year’s exhibition this were two 
goals to meet, not stress and at least be 
110 percent satisfied with the outcome. 
I would say I met both. When the visitors 
entered my exhibition space it was into a 
Livingroom decorated with a sofa, plants, 
curtains a large framed photograph of a 
mother breastfeeding her infant and the 
uncanny armchair (see figures 1-3). The 
smaller uncanny objects were placed 
around the room on the wooden floor and 
in the sofa (see figure 30). Spontaneous 
comments were often that it looked cosy 
still many stopped at a small distance 
from the arm chair to take it in (see figu-
res 4-5). When told that they could touch 
or sit in it some were hesitant, while oth-
ers lunched down to sit. What took me by 
surprise was that often the first comment 
while sitting in the arm chair was that it 
was comfortable. My intent was never to 

make an arm chair for that purpose and 
even as that was the result, I was perhaps 
expecting other comments. But on the 
other hand this was also positive, as it 
was a way for the visitors to get closer 
to the arm chair and recognise it for the 
category of furniture it is. While sitting 
comfortable in the arm chair it gave the 
visitors opportunity to get tactile and feel 
the leather pieces that are considered 
waste, and many also commented the 
exquisite quality of the leather. This could 
be understood as ways to get the visitor 
hands on with the questions of ethics and 
consumption. How we use others bodies 
in furniture, but only what is deemed as 
good bits, while the bad bits maybe aren’t 
that bad. The visitors that did not choose 
to sit when offered were sometimes shy 
and sometimes uncomfortable by the ex-
pression of the arm chair and stating this. 
Many thought the arm chair to look like 
some sort of animal and it was often said 
that they felt like it was about to start to 
walk away. Like it was on the move, espe-
cially due to the shapes of the legs. 

The strongest reaction to the project 
was that of anger, the visitor felt that the 
statement I made was not provocative 
enough and that other visitors would not 
care for the questions I wish to raise. My 
reflection on this reaction, in relation to 

Figure 2

Figure 1
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what I have stated before in this text, is 
that it suggests that my project holds 
relevance. While there is always need for 
those who stand at the barricade, I be-
lieve there is also a need for questions to 
be raised on various levels an in a ranges 
of settings to reach a broad audience. 
In this project I have tried to sneak in as 
close as possible to everyday setting to 
spark reflection, and I believe I have done 
so. I see this positioning of the project as 
a compliment to those on the barricade, 
but also see how this position can provo-
ke the very same.  

In talking of reaching segments of 
audience, a suggestion made by archi-
tects visiting the exhibition was to make 
traditional furniture drawings of the arm 
chair. In their opinion this presentation 
would contrast the traditional usage and 
production of material with the irregular 
and organic expression my arm chair pre-
sents, and by this draw attention to the 
ways we produce and consume furniture. 

Reflections after the final examination

First I would again like to reflect back to 
my bachelor thesis because I think my 
expectations and desired outcomes differ 
now from then. As I remember the main 
aspiration from the bachelor was to be 
praised, or maybe not that strong of an 
adjective but at least told I have done a 
good job. Of course I felt relevance in get-
ting questions about the project and ha-
ving discussion, but there was a need for 
getting confirmation. And it would be a lie 
to say that one does not hope for similar 
input on the master level, but I would ar-
gue that at this level I am better at under-
standing the positioning my project hold. 
The dream outcome of a critique, or any 
presentation really, as a master is that my 
work is feeding interesting discussions 
among the audience, not only for me but 
for everyone in the room. After my final 
presentation I was told by my peers, and 
also felt myself, that this had happened 
and therefore I can only be happy with 
the turnout of my examination. 

A question that was brought up at the cri-
tique was whether my research question 
was to narrow and therefore would not 
allow for full potential of exploration in 
the project. I think this question mir-
rors my struggle and searching’s in this 
project, namely finding an understanding 
of how to connect and work though both 
academia as well as material exploration 
and gestaltung. Yes I am still not happy 
with my research question, I guess I could 
still change it but I won’t because for me 

Figure 3
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it talks of the learning process this thesis 
has brought me. As mentioned I have 
talked of the academia and gestaltung in 
separation throughout much of this pro-
cess, but what I have come to understand 
is that there is no such distinction to be 
made. The two feed of each other and in 
alliance they become the project, focus 
and emphasis needs to be put equally 
throughout the process. What I want to 
get better at within this topic is how to 
best communicate the two aspects in 
different contexts, so that an audience 
understands the depths without having 
to read a full essay. In the exhibition I 
think that the written information about 
the project was lacking in communicating 
what I wished to say, but I did not want 
to put up more text on the walls. A way to 
meet this could have been to gestalt for 
the context and produced a narrator that 
fitted in the concept, such as a newspa-
per or photo album that the visitors could 
look and read through to better under-
stand the project. 

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure ref appendix.

1. E. Geiger Ohlin, Exhibition setting 1, 2019

2. E. Geiger Ohlin, Exhibition setting 2, 2019

3. E. Geiger Ohlin, skin to skin to skin, 2019

4. E. Geiger Ohlin, Exhibition setting 3, 2019

5. E. Geiger Ohlin, Exhibition setting 4, 2019


